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Print on Demand *****.*Includes pictures *Includes accounts of
the fighting *Includes online resources and a bibliography for
further reading Like lethal insects undergoing a series of
metamorphoses into ever more mature and dangerous forms,
military aircraft moved rapidly from stage to stage of their
development as the 20th century progressed. The catalyst of
war provided the swiftest impetus to this evolution. The new
mechanized armies existing from the later period of World War
I onward seized on the fresh technology and sought to squeeze
every possible drop of advantage from it that the limits of
science and the era s materials would allow. Many military
thinkers and even aeronautical enthusiasts believed that
blimps would remain the chief military aerial asset more or
less forever. These men thought airplanes would play a
secondary role at best, and might even prove a uselessly
expensive gimmick soon to fade back into obscurity, leaving
the majestic bulk of the dirigible as sole master of the skies.
Thus, when World War I began, airplane improvements
occurred in an ad hoc, almost accidental manner during the
war. However, when pilots...
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Reviews
Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I
am just effortlessly will get a satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hetting er
This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most
remarkable book i have got go through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Dr . Ea ston Collier DVM
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